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Fortnite challenges season 10 guide

Week 10 of fortnite's third season is now live, and with it comes a host of new challenges for you to complete – hopefully bring you closer to the coveted Battle Pass tier 100. You might be having trouble completing them, or maybe you're looking for a quick way to get through them all with ease. Challenges for this week are everywhere and require you to take enemies to specific places, find ammo boxes,
deal damage with certain weapons, and other requirements that will test your skills. Either way, we've got you covered up here. In this guide, we will detail how to complete each Fortnite challenge for Week 10 of season 3. More Fortnite Guides List of Fortnite Week's 10 Challenges Search Chests at The Office (7) Elimination at Misty Meadows (3) Collect Fireflies from Crying Woods (5) Dance on the Apres
Ski Dance Floor for 10 Seconds Destroy Shipping Containers at Dirty Docks (7) Deal damage to opponents with shotguns or SMGs (500) Deal damage to opponents with shotguns or SMGs (15,000) Search ammo boxes at Frenzy Farm (7) Search chests at the office (7) Starting things off is a challenge, which requires that to open seven chests in the office - the island in the middle of the map. This massive
fortress is usually a hot spot, full of minions and nodules, as well as real players. Remember, the chests don't all have to be opened in one match, so grab a pair and get out if things get too hairy. The office is usually a busy area in general, but now even more so because players will flock there to grab chests. The chest in the picture above is good to go because it's out of the way of the main floor. As
always, if you have problems, try playing with the team so they can watch your back while you open the chest. Elimination at Misty Meadows (3) You may have problems with this challenge if you are new to Fortnite, so we recommend that you bring the team with you to help. Misty Meadows is located at the southern point of the map and consists of several buildings for you to shelter in it's usually a busy
area, so you shouldn't have trouble finding any enemies - especially since other players will probably be on the same call as well. The thing to keep in mind with this challenge is that you have to ensure you kill the finishing enemy off when they are down. Just shooting them down doesn't count. But with that in mind, you can get teammates to help you down the enemy so you can easily finish them off. We
recommend that you search the surrounding buildings to stock up on your gear before going outside to attack the enemy. And it is very important to fill shields and ammunition before engaging in a firefight. Collect fireflies from crying forests (5) This challenge requires you to collect five fireflies from the Weeping Forest, located southwest of the office. Not a great place to farm because they tend to multiply
randomly, but the nice thing is that they seemed to friction often – at least for us. Be sure to keep an eye out for flickering fireflies while running around the area. If time permits, you should have no problem finding five in one match, even if you land there immediately. We noticed that it was easier to see fireflies at night because their flickering is much more illuminated against the dark. We also found them
by the water, trees and one of the big carats by the playground. From our experience, it is not usually a busy area, which is nice for those who want to finish this quickly. Dancing on the Apres Ski dance floor for 10 seconds The Apres Ski dance floor is located in a cabin atop a snowy mountain peak southwest of Misty Meadows. You can use the above picture to guidance because it is not marked on the
map. It's a good idea to chain this challenge with that for taking enemies in Misty Meadows because they are so close together. To complete this one, head inside the building on the west side of the snowy peak and you'll see a colorful dance floor. Make sure you stand on top and dance for 10 seconds to complete this challenge. Make sure you have a teammate with you just in case the enemy comes to
complete the challenge yourself. Destroy shipping containers at Dirty Docks (7) You will find Dirty Docks on the east side of the map, north of Retail Row. Here are dozens of shipping containers that can be destroyed on metal. There are a lot to go around, so even if you come across another player going for the same challenge, you can probably keep the distance without getting involved. Keep in mind
shipping containers take about 10 seconds or so to destroy. It's important to be aware of your surroundings – and you don't have to get into tunnel vision when trying to break down containers. If you have problems, it is best to stick to the edge of this area, where there are fewer containers. The middle part might seem like a great place because there are so many containers to choose from, but from what
we've seen, this part of Dirty Docks is usually more popular, which means you have to deal with enemies while trying to dismantle containers. Deal with damage to opponents with shotguns or SMGs (500) Be sure to start using a shotgun or SMG as soon as you start going for week 10 of challenges because this challenge (and the second to deal with 15,000 damages) will take some time. Many players
tend to use assault rifles, so going for this challenge could be out of your wheelhouse if you're not a fan of up-close battles. If you're trying, we recommend trying to duke it out in tight-borough areas like the office inside frenzy farm, Pleasant Park, or Misty Meadows. SMGs are more versatile than shotguns, due to their ability to take enemies from near middle range. Solving 500 damages can be done in one
match, and the nice thing is You don't even have to arrange a kill to get progress. Remember that each kill is the equivalent of about 100 damages (assuming you've dealt all the damage yourself and that the enemy doesn't have shields), which means it will take anywhere from two to five kills to complete this. Dealing with damage to opponents with shotguns or SMGs (15,000) This is an extended version
of the previous challenge and requires you to deal with 15,000 damage to either shotguns or SMGs. Given the long-tail nature of this one, it will probably take a few matches to get it done, which is why you should start going for it now. Be sure to stack this with additional prompts for maximum efficiency. Again, it is up to you which weapon you would like to use, but we recommend SMG because it works
better in the middle range. Even if it doesn't hurt to have both an SMG and a shotgun on you at once, so you can switch between them if the situation requires it. It is worth noting that you can deal with the damage to minions and badies for this challenge as well, making it a tad easier for you instead of trying to attack real players. We were lucky to find minions to take in Fortilla, which you will find in the
southwest spot on the map. The area is ripe with prey - including SMEs and shotguns. Each player starts with 100 health, so you have to come across anywhere from 75 to 150 enemies to complete this. But it's important to remember that you don't have to arrange a kill in order to make it count. All it requires is that you harm enemies, not eliminate them. That's why we always recommend that these pop
shots, even if you can't arrange to kill them. It will likely take dozens of matches to complete this - assuming they attack around five to seven foes per game. Search ammo boxes at Frenzy Farm (7) As well as challenges to search chests, this is cumulative and can be done in several games. If you're going to challenge you, we recommend you land at Frenzy Farm as fast as you can because it's a busy area
to start with, and other players will probably be up for the challenge as well. It's best to bring a friend or two to cover your back, just in case. Frenzy Farm is located in the northeast office, so you can definitely chain this call with one for finding chests in the office because they are so close together. Ammunition boxes are found throughout the Frenzy Farm area - in barns, buildings, or on the ground
landmarks. We recommend that you look for them in large buildings, because there are usually five or six you can find in these areas alone. Keep in mind that there are smaller ammo boxes that are more cube-like, and larger ones that resemble a rectangle. If you can't find any or run out of ones to open, you can quit and try again. Editors' Recommendations Next week has escaped, meaning it's time for a
brand new batch of calls to hit Fortnite. We're already in week 10 eighth season, which means that this is the last batch of calls for release before Epic begins preparing for the next one. If you failed to finish, you only have until the end of the week before it's time to prepare for Season 9. This week you will try to find pirate cannons to shoot yourself through hoops, collecting different materials, and shooting
enemies in different places. As always, there are three challenges that free-to-play players can complete, and four more challenges for those who have a Battle Pass try. You can check out the full list of changes in the Battle Royale Section of Fortnite below, and jump into the game now to check out the changes: Free Challenges: Battle Pass Challenges: For those who still want to complete some of the
challenges, be sure to check out our guide on how to do some of the hardest tasks from last week's set up, or make sure to check out the instructions how to search the treasure map in Junk Junction if you have problems there. Take gaming to the next level of brand new entrant to the game on the controller, Astro aims to provide a better way to play games with back buttons, map-capability via controller,
and interchangeable analog sticks and d-pads. Taking care of battery life can be stressful, but it doesn't have to be. Make sure your controllers are always ready to play by always charging them! We can get a commission on purchases using our links. find out more. The rules meet ethical Google again comes under fire for the way it handles an outspoken employee. This time it was someone who worked
on corporate ethics and maybe Google should listen instead. The best of the best From the Galaxy Z Fold 2 to the OnePlus 8T, tons of excellent Android phones have been released in 2020. Of all that came out, what stands out as the best overall? Silver lining playbook Due to the confluence of factors including turbulent market forces, material and chip changes, and the global pandemic, 2020 was
actually a banner year for quality, affordable smartphones. Hopefully, when the dust settles in this terrible year, it will be one good thing to stay with. The truly portable VR Oculus Quest lets you play VR games without the need for a PC, phone or external sensors. Here is every game you can buy or download for free! Free!
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